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Abstract

where Ω is the torso volume bounded by the epicardium
ΓH and the torso surface ΓT . u(x) is the potential field on
Ω, u0 is the epicardial potential, and g denotes the measured body-surface potential. σ is the conductivity tensor and ~n denotes the outward facing vector normal to ΓT .
The forward problem seeks the potential field u(x) given
the cardiac source u0 . The inverse problem attempts to
recover u0 from the measurement g.
This paper studies discretization strategies when the
governing equations are solved by the finite element methods (FEM). While most refinement methods are able to
achieve satisfactory accuracy for the forward problem, the
ill-posedness of the inverse problem requires different refinement considerations than its forward counterpart[1].
After showing that the conditioning property of the numerical system is subject to how the FEM is applied and refined, we propose two methods that specifically tackle the
concerns of the inverse problem: (1) hybrid finite elements
and (2) linear component truncation from high-order elements. Both methods alleviate the ill-conditioning of the
numerical system to be solved, and both can be combined
with other classical regularization methods to further improve the inverse solution accuracy.

We study how finite element method (FEM) can be
selected to optimize numerical discretization of the inverse electrocardiographic (ECG) problem. Due to its illposedness, the inverse ECG problem poses different discretization requirements from its forward problem counterpart. Conventional refinements effective for the forward problem may become ineffective when applied to
the inverse problem. We propose two refining methods
specifically tackling the ill-posedness of the inverse problem. One is hybrid-shaped elements involving quadrilateral/triangular elements in 2D and prismatic/tetrahedral
elements in 3D. Another method uses high-order FEM, extracts from the resulting system the linear component and
solves the linear part only. Simulations on realistic human
torso models demonstrate that both methods improve both
the discrete problem’s conditioning and the inverse solution, indicating our strategies might provide guidelines for
mesh generation in practical biomedical simulations.

1.

Introduction

The inverse electrocardiographic (ECG) problem of recovering epicardial potentials from body-surface measurements has wide applications from noninvasive diagnosis of
cardiac diseases (e.g. ischemia) to guidance of intervention
(e.g. ablation and defibrillation). ECG simulations include
mathematical modeling of the biophysical process and geometric approximation of the anatomical structure of human bodies. We consider the problem that models the cardiac source by epicardial potential distribution, given by:
∇ · (σ(x)∇u(x)) = 0,
x∈Ω
u(x) = u0 (x), x ∈ ΓH
~n · σ(x)∇u(x) = 0,
x ∈ ΓT ,
u(x) = g(x), x ∈ ΓT ,

2.

Finite Element Discretization. In a theoretical FEM
approach, the potential field u(x) can be decomposed into
u(x) = v(x) + w(x) where w(x) satisfies boundary conditions (2) and (3) and v(x) is a homogeneous term characterized by:
∇ · (σ∇v(x)) = −∇ · (σ∇w(x)), x ∈ Ω
v(x) = 0,
x ∈ ΓD
~n · σ∇v(x) = 0,
x ∈ ΓN

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)
(7)

Here, one first projects the source term from the epicardium onto the function space over the entire domain
(by setting w), then solves a homogeneous problem whose
forcing function is the source after projection. This formulation reveals three approximation issues: 1) the accuracy
of the epicardial potential u0 (x), 2) the accuracy of the
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